
Does your entity have an integrated unauthorised-, fruitless and wasteful-, irregular expenditure and commitment 
register, which complies with the minimum requirements of National Treasury?  Can your entity, report on the progress 
of these expenditures at any given point, as well as have an investigative tool that can assist in reducing your entities’ 
exposure towards these risks. Has your entity implemented the spirit of consequence management as required by the 
Public Finance Management Act and/or the Municipal Finance Management Act? If you have answered "No" to any of 
these questions, your entity will benefit from the Bitsware software application.

Bitsware functions on a one way integration of data between, financial, human resource and procurement information to 
establish a database for the management, reporting and consequence management of unauthorised, fruitless and 
irregular expenditure. The added benefit with Bitsware is that a contract management and commitment register can 
also be extracted from the applicable data.  The integrated database establish a three tire functionality.

The challenges which are faced by entities is that the assessment of contracts for irregular expenditure, compilation of 
registers for unauthorised/irregular/fruitless/wasteful and consequence management are hosted externally from the 
financial, human resource and procurement system and generally within excel environment. With Bitsware it is now 
possible to integrate these areas on an online platform and combine this with the consequence management process.
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Please contract us for a 
free demonstration of 
Bitsware’s functionality:

contact@bitsware.co.za 

or contact one of our 
accredited distribution and 
consulting firms.

Bitsware modules currently allows for the assessment of contracts, unauthorised, 
fruitless and wasteful, irregular, commitment register and procurement analysis for 
investigations and consequence management. All registers are compliant with 
National Treasury requirements. The below is a screen shot of the navigations menus 
for Bitsware:

The contract evaluation are done through integration of current data with additional 
fields required for the assessment of irregular and fruitless expenditure.  The areas 
marked in grey are import from the financial system while areas marked in blue are 
either dropdown or search facilities currently in the system. The end result of this 
exercise are a complete irregular register for the purpose of disclosure, investigation 
and consequence management.

Bitsware (Pty) Ltd holds the intellectual copyright property for Bitsware software, its design, 
functionality, methodology and reporting.


